
Bicycle rental agreement  

 

 

Concluded on one hand between,  

 

Name of  organization: University of  Nyíregyháza                               

Address:: 4400 Nyíregyháza, Sóstói út 31/b. 

VAT number: 15329853-4-15 

Education number:: FI 74250 

Phone: +36 42 599 400 

Represented by: Halkóné dr. Rudolf  Éva chancellor 

 

as Owner 

 

and on the other hand 

 

Name: 

Date and place of  birth, mother’s maiden name: 

Address 

Neptun code: 

Passport number: 

 

as Renter 

 

(hereinafter: Parties) 

 

 

at the place and time signed, with the following conditions: 

 

The Owner undertakes to lend the bicycle owned to the use of  the Renter under the conditions 

detailed below:  

 

 

1. The actual renting shall take place after signing the present agreement with the 

acknowledgement of  receipt  

 

Duration of  lending: as noted on the acknowledgement of  receipt  

Person authorized to sign the acknowledgement of  receipt (representative of  the owner) 

 

Name, title ………………………………………….. 

e-mail address ………………………………………….. 

Phone number: …………………………………………. 

 

2.   The Parties agree that the Renter will use the bicycle free of  charge during the period specified 

in clause 1, and the Renter will pay a deposit of  HUF 20,000 at the same time as signing the 



receipt. The Owner acknowledges the receipt of  the deposit by signing the acknowledgement 

of  receipt. The deposit will be refunded on the day the rental is terminated, if  the bicycle is 

returned in the condition in which it was received.  

 

3.   The Owner warrants that the bicycle is suitable for use. The Parties shall jointly confirm this 

upon signing the Agreement during the transfer. The Renter will take over the bicycle in a 

clean, operable condition, which he,she acknowledges by signing the receipt.  

 

4.    The Renter undertakes to operate the bicycle as intended, with the care required of  him,her. 

 

5.    During the term of  the Agreement, the Owner shall take care of  the maintenance of  the 

bicycle at its own expense and the correction of  any defects that occur during the intended 

use. 

 

6.    The Renter shall be liable for the amount of  the deposit for any damage resulting from 

improper use. If  the Renter notices a malfunction during use, he,she is obliged to put the 

bicycle out of  service immediately and at the same time notify the Owner.  

 

7.    The Renter may not make the bicycle available to a third party without the permission of  the 

Owner. If  the Renter transfers the bicycle for use to a third party without the permission of  

the Owner, he, she is also liable for any damages that would not have occurred without it.  

 

8. The Owner declares that the technical condition of  the bicycle meets the requirements of  safe 

traffic. The Renter, aware of  the responsibility, declares that he,she has proper practice and 

routine for riding the bicycle. Only one adult can ride the bicycle. It is forbidden to drink 

alcohol before or while riding a bicycle.  

 

9. At the end of  the rental, the Renter is obliged to return the bicycle to the Owner in a 

serviceable, clean condition.  

 

10. If  the bike is destroyed, lost, stolen or rendered unusable due to the Renter's fault, the Renter  

shall reimburse the value of  the bike. The value of  the bicycle is HUF 40,000 (ie. forty 

thousand forints).  

 

11. This Agreement is concluded by the Parties for the duration of  the Renter's student status      

at the University of  Nyíregyháza. Either Party may terminate this Agreement in writing by 

giving fifteen (15) days notice. Either Party shall have the right to terminate immediately, in 

particular in the event of  any financial loss to the other Party. 

 

12.  In matters not regulated in this contract, the provisions of  Act V of  2013 and the Civil Code 

concerning leasing shall apply. 

 

13.  This Agreement is made in six (6) copies, which are confirmed by the Contracting Parties with 

their signatures in accordance with their will in all respects. 

 



 

 

Signed: Nyíregyháza, …….…… (year) …….…… (month) …… Day 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ ___________________________ 

   University of  Nyíregyháza (Owner)                  Renter 

Halkóné dr. Rudolf  Éva chancellor 


